


Module 2 (MC2): 
Pluriculturalism 

Classroom Applications

Teacher’s compendium includes:

• Overview of the content and teaching methods of the module/Outline of topics and concepts 

covered in the module;

• List of learning outcomes associated with the module;

• References (including only the references used for module design), reading list (essential 

readings not necessarily before the module) and further reading suggestions (digging dee-

per)

• Teaching units: 12 fundamental topics and advanced skillswith hands-on research-infor-

med, experiential and cooperative activities and materials

• Reflection tool kit for students and assessment/reflection suggestions for teachers.



❖Overview

• Module MC2 aims at equipping teacher educators with resources needed to introduce and 

critically discuss classroom applications of the pluricultural approach.

❖ Relevant theories, models, frameworks and state of the art research findings, materials or 

tools within the module

• Awareness of self and implicit bias; situation of self within a pluricultural context.

• Culturally sustaining pedagogy as a theoretical stance that seeks to perpetuate, foster, and 

sustain linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of schoo-

ling (Paris, 2012).

Teacher’s Compendium
(for the whole module)

Overview



Overview

• Interconnectedness between multicultural education, culturally responsive teaching, cultu-

rally relevant pedagogy, culturally sustaining pedagogies, and pluriculturalism.

• Knowledge as a social construction; socioculturalism; sociocultural learning theory.

• Common cultural metaphors; deficit vs. asset language; moving from assimilation to accultu-

ralism to syncretism perspectives of pluriculturalism.

• Critical discussion frameworks, SLA strategies, and immersive technologies as culturally 

sustaining pedagogies in classroom applications.

• Application of culturally sustaining pedagogies in transforming teaching and learning in 

pluricultural classrooms.



❖Possible target audiences (e.g., in-service, pre-service teachers) and the relevant contexts 

(e.g., local, national, international) to meet their needs

• Pre-service and in-service teachers in local and international contexts 

• English-medium, bilingual, and world language teachers

• ESL and content area teachers

❖Reflect on self and others as pluricultural

• Investigate the conceptual and philosophical issues of pluriculturalism in schools

• Critically discuss the impact of specific types of pluriculturalism on teaching and learning 

including race, ethnicity, culture, socioeconomic status, language, religion, gender and sexual 

orientation, cognitive differences, ableness

Overview



Overview

• Apply culturally sustaining pedagogies in the pluricultural classroom

• ●Understand the meaning of immersive technologies and its applications to Culturally Rele-

vant Education.

• ●Demonstrate proficiency in the use of relevant AR/VR (augmented reality and virtual reality) 

tools for the classroom by designing specific culturally relevant materials. (e.g. VR tours, AR 

handouts).

• Reflect in the use of immersive technologies (AR/VR) for the pluricultural classroom and its 

benefits and liabilities to engaging students in culturally relevant discussions.

• Identity specific aspects about their students’ cultural heritage 

• ●Apply language and literacy learning strategies to learn about students and affirm them in 

their uniqueness

• ●Develop curriculum and instructional approaches that incorporate students’ cultural herita-

ge in their classroom



Overview

Learning is assessed through the following manners:

• Readings reflection

• Discussions

• Self-assessments

• Chart completions 

• Exit tickets

• Infographics

• Curricular innovations

• Lesson plans



Teaching Unit: There are 11 units in this module and each unit has one or more student activi-

ty that accompanies the key concepts the teacher addresses through reading, listening, and/or 

viewing. The units cover the following topics:

1. Awareness of Self and Implicit Bias; Situation of Self within a Pluricultural Context

2. dentifying and Affirming Student Diversity

3. Curriculum and Instruction to Affirm and Sustain Students’ Culturally Relevant Ways of 

Knowing

4. Biographies of Literacy, Identity, and Culture

5. Synthesizing and Evaluating Various forms of Multicultural Education

6. Sociocultural Theory Related to Teaching English as a Second Language

7. Educator Mindsets and Cultural Metaphors

Overview



Overview

8. Critical Thinking and Pluricultural Education

9. Teaching Based on Students’ Cultures and Lived Experiences

10. Using Immersive Technologies for Pluricultural Instruction

11. Transforming Lesson Plans for Pluricultural Instruction



Upon the completion of the module, students will beable to:

Lower order thinking skills:

✓ Identify your own implicit biases

✓ Familiarize yourself with your specific students’ cultural heritage, culturally-embedded ways

✓ of knowing, and language resources

✓ Define various forms of pluricultural or multicultural education

✓ Describe the components sociocultural theory

✓ ●Define the connection between educator mindsets and classroom instruction

Learning Outcomes



Higher order thinking skills:

✓ Reflect on various your own cultural heritage, history, and lived experiences resulting in 

your culturally-embedded ways of knowing

✓ Critically examine curriculum and instructional practices to affirm diversity

✓ Analyze various forms of pluricultural or multicultural education

✓ Create lesson plans that use technology including immersive technologies

✓ Transform current lesson plans based in unit concepts

Learning Outcomes



Fundamental topics:

Assimilation-A process by which outsiders (persons who are others by virtue of cultural heri-

tage, gender, age, religious background, and so forth) are brought into, or made to take on and 

then live out of, as much as possible, the existing identity of the group into which they are be-

ing assimilated.

The term has a decidedly negative connotation in recent educational literature, implying a 

coercion and a failure to recognize and value diversity.

However, this term is viewed quite neutrally in sociological and psychological literature, where 

adaptation and assimilation are simply understood as survival techniques for individuals and 

groups.

-from Multiracial and Multicultural Glossary

Teaching Units

http://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/unitedchurchofchrist/legacy_url/449/multiracial-and-multicultural-glossary-of-terms.pdf?1418423867


Acculturation-The general phenomenon of persons learning the nuances of or being initiated 

into a culture.

The term is sometimes used simply to acknowledge that culture is indeed something persons 

learn.

Acculturation may also carry a negative connotation when referring to the attempt by domi-

nant cultural groups to inculturate members of other cultural groups into the dominant culture 

in an assimilationist fashion.

Some critics have noted that in many cases multicultural education was conceived as: 1) having 

to do with minorities, and 2) having assimilation into the norms of the majority as its eventual 

goal.

Teaching Units



Teaching Units

Most proponents of multicultural education at present disparage the casting of multicultural 

education in terms of acculturation into a dominant culture.

Yet some do wish to argue that the creation/celebration of a common culture is a legitimate 

aspect of multicultural education.

-from Multiracial and Multicultural Glossary

http://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/unitedchurchofchrist/legacy_url/449/multiracial-and-multicultural-glossary-of-terms.pdf?1418423867


Implicit bias-Also known as unconscious or hidden bias, implicit biases are negative associa-

tions that people unknowingly hold.

They are expressed automatically, without conscious awareness.

Many studies have indicated that implicit biases affect individuals’ attitudes and actions, thus 

creating real-world implications, even though individuals may not even be aware that those 

biases exist within themselves.

Notably, implicit biases have been shown to trump individuals’ stated commitments to equality 

and fairness, thereby producing behavior that diverges from the explicit attitudes that many 

people profess.

Teaching Units



Teaching Units

The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is often used to measure implicit biases with regard to race, 

gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, and other topics.

From Racial Equity Tools Glossary

Explicit bias-Overt bias (see implicit bias above).

Syncretism- The combining of different beliefs, while blending practices of various schools of 

thought. From Wikipedia

Socioculturalism- It describes learning as a social process and the origination of human inte-

lligence in society or culture. From Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory

https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary#implicit-bias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syncretism
http://www.ceebl.manchester.ac.uk/events/archive/aligningcollaborativelearning/Vygotsky.pdf


Social justice-A concept in which equity or justice is achieved in every aspect of society rather 

than in only some aspects or for some people. 

From NEA Diversity Toolkit

Cultural metaphors-It is a major phenomenon, institution, or activity in a nation with which 

most citizens identify cognitively or emotionally and through which it is possible to describe 

the national culture and its frame of reference in depth. From Tandfonline

Multicultural education-It refers to any form of education or teaching that incorporates the 

histories, texts, values, beliefs, and perspectives of people from different cultural backgrounds.

Teaching Units

https://www.nea.org/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00208825.2005.11043744


Teaching Units

At the classroom level, for example, teachers may modify or incorporate lessons to reflect the 

cultural diversity of the students in a particular class.

In many cases, “culture” is defined in the broadest possible sense, encompassing race, ethni-

city, nationality, language, religion, class, gender, sexual orientation, and “exceptionality”—a 

term applied to students with specialized needs or disabilities.

From the Glossary of Educational Reform

Culturally responsive teaching-It is defined as using the cultural characteristics, experiences, 

and perspectives of ethnically diverse students as conduits for teaching them more effectively 

(Gay, 2002).

https://www.edglossary.org/multicultural-education/


Culturally relevant pedagogy-It is a pedagogy that recognizes the importance of including stu-

dents’ cultural references in all aspects of learning (Ladson-Billings,1995)

Culturally sustaining pedagogy- “CSP seeks to perpetuate and foster - to sustain- linguistic, 

literate, and cultural pluralism as part of schooling for positive social transformation” (Paris & 

Alim, 2017, p.1).

Universal intellectual standards-They are standards which must be applied to thinking whe-

never one is interested in checking the quality of reasoning about a problem, issue, or situation.

From Quia

Teaching Units

https://www.quia.com/files/quia/users/medicinehawk/1607-Thinking/int-stand.pdf


Raciolinguistics-The study of “bringing to bear the diverse methods of linguistic analysis to 

ask and answer critical questions about the relations between language, race, and power across 

diverse ethnoracial contexts and societies” (Alim, Rickford, & Ball, 2016, p. 3).

White fragility-It is “a state in which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes into-

lerable [for white people], triggering a range of defensive moves. These moves include the ou-

tward display of emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and behaviors such as argumentation, 

silence, and leaving the stress-inducing situation (DiAngelo, 2011, p. 64).

Teaching Units



Advanced Topics and Skills:

• Demonstrate the dynamic and complex nature of culture as a concept.Design a set of ques-

tions that help you examine this issue and conduct a short structured interview with a num-

ber of participants.

• Deeply examine cultural stereotypes.Design a short questionnaire to test the issue.

• Explain how one construct their own cultural identity. Design a task that requires students 

to visualize their cultural identity. Include a think-aloud protocol that will allow a teacher to 

gain an insight into the cognitive processes of students.

• Using Hofstede’s dimensions of culture, design a questionnaire for students to investigate 

their individual cultural values and beliefs. Examine how the individual values and beliefs 

differ from national trends reported by Hofstede.

Teaching Units



• Alim, H. S., Rickford, J. R., & Ball, A. F. (2016). Raciolinguistics: How 

language shapes our ideas about race. New York: Oxford University 

Press.

• Anderson, G., & Piro, J. (2014). Conversations in Socrates cafe: Sca-

ffolding critical thinking via Socratic questioning and dialogues. 

New Horizons for Learning, 11(1), 1-9.

• Aronson, B., & Laughter, J. (2016). The theory and practice of cul-

turally relevant education: A synthesis of research across content 

areas. Review of Educational Research, 86(1), 163–206.

• Bernaus, M., Furlong, A., Jonckheere, S., & Kervran, M. (2011) Pluri-

lingualism and Pluriculturalism in Content-based Teaching.

Strasbourg: CoE and European Centre for Modern Languages

References and Reading List

These publications have been 

used to prepare this module. 

If you need further 

information, here is the 

complete reference list.

https://books.google.es/books?id=Ytl37Fsea5kC&pg=PA18&lpg=PA18&dq=CLIL+pluriculturalism&source=bl&ots=cja5OuQaQH&sig=ACfU3U0lz9YJcrABsws5wLuhTczzNGyqsA&hl=en&sa=X&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=CLIL%20pluriculturalism&f=false
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References and Reading List
Continued

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17501229.2012.725251
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10586-017-1071-5
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Website resources

• Preparing for Cultural Diversity: Resources for Teachers

• Racial Equity Tools Glossary

• Resources for Addressing Multicultural and Diversity Issues in Your Classroom

• Ten multicultural education and equity websites for teachers

• Teaching Multicultural Students: Tips, Expert Advice, and Resources for Building Inclusion in 

the Classroom

• Self-assessment of Cultural Competence

Other resources

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/preparing-cultural-diversity-resources-teachers
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/preparing-cultural-diversity-resources-teachers
https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary
https://www.nea.org/professional-excellence/professional-learning/resources/diversity
https://www.nsrfharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/2014.Nov_.Connections.TenEquityWebsites.pdf
https://www.accreditedschoolsonline.org/education-teaching-degree/multicultural-students/
https://www.accreditedschoolsonline.org/education-teaching-degree/multicultural-students/
https://www.teachaway.com/blog/assessing-your-cultural-competence-checklist-culturally-responsive-teachers


Multimodal resources.

• Affirming Diversity: Video of Sonia Nieto.

• CLIL Lesson: Let’s create a Multicultural Europe Example of a CLIL lesson.

• Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies: YouTube Video by Learning 2.

• Deconstructing White Privilege: A video by Dr. Robin DiAngelo.

• Global Resettlement Infographic from the United Nations High Council for Refugees.

• How You See Me S1 E2: Video by SoulPancake.

• The Periodic Table of AR/VR 2019- By Marc Anderson.

Other resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AqAH8NlAzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BX67EVY7E0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxkCCKV6CLI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7mzj0cVL0Q&feature=emb_rel_pause
https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/protection/resettlement/5b28c7c04/global-resettlement-infographic.html?query=infographic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTLtjGUGgN8
https://ictevangelist.com/the-periodic-table-of-ios-apps-for-ar-and-vr-2019/


Other resources
• The Danger of a Single Story: Ted Talk by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.

• Raciolinguistics Introduction: Blog by Nelson Flores.

• Reading List from the Center of Racial Justice in Education: Website.

• A Framework of Educator Mindsets and Consequences: (Graphic Organizer adapted by R. Fil-

back and A. Green from work of: Bartolome, 2008; Hancock, 2011; Milner, 2010; Pollock, 2008).

• Pluriculturalism: Webinar from Common European Framework of Reference.

• Culturally Relevant Pedagogy: by Gloria LadsonBillings.

• VR in Education by Class VR.

• Empowering English Language Learners: Culturally Responsive Teaching.

https://www.google.com/search?q=single+story+ted+talk&rlz=1C1GCEV_en&oq=single+story+te&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l7.5915j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://educationallinguist.wordpress.com/2015/06/14/why-we-need-raciolinguistics/
https://centerracialjustice.org/resources/reading-lists/
https://rossier.usc.edu/files/2013/08/Educator-Mindsets-and-Consequences-Table-Filback-Green-2013.pdf
https://rossier.usc.edu/files/2013/08/Educator-Mindsets-and-Consequences-Table-Filback-Green-2013.pdf
https://vimeo.com/272757468
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HR8NEPK7l0
https://www.classvr.com/virtual-reality-in-education/
https://eleducation.org/news/empowering-english-language-learners-through-language-dives


Reflection tool for students:
Description/Reporting:

Summarize the content of this module into five sentences. What are the key elements of the unit?

Feelings/Responding:

What are your feelings and thoughts about the content of the unit?



Reflection tool for students:
How interesting was this set of activities for you? 1 2 3 4 5

How informative / helpful was this set of activities? 1 2 3 4 5

Relating: Were you familiar with some of the concepts introduced in the unit before?

What does the unit mean for your work as a foreign language teacher?

Not at all... ... very much



Reflection tool for students:

Analysis / Evaluation: How difficult was this set of activities?

Why? What would have made it easier?

1 2 3 4 5

What did you like about the unit?

What did you not like about the unit?

Not at all... ... very much



Evaluation tool to be used for teachers of 
the module

The following examples can be used as essay questions 

for students, themes for presentations, or a basis for the 

development of student research projects:

• Define what culture is and discuss what it is made of. Take into consideration the notion of 

hybridity and transculturality.

• What are the potential risks involved in attempts to describe cultures?.

Reflection and Assessment: 
Options for Teachers



Reflection and Assessment: 
Options for Teachers

• Describe the process of formation of cultural identity.

• In what ways do emic and etic views of culture differ?.

• Describe a chosen etic model of culture and critically evaluate their shortcomings.

• Describe the structure of Byram’s ICC model and its various elements.

• Comment on the extent to which Byram’s ICC model reflects the notion that cultures are 

fluid entities that are coconstructed by various social groups.



Overview of Unit 1: Awareness of Self and Implicit Bias; Situation of Self within a Pluricultural 

Context.

AIM: General Aim of the activity.

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Discuss as a group the meaning of implicit bias. This will be carried out through learners pos-

ting in a discussion board. Then, learners will individually read How to Promote Diversity in the 

Classroom: Recognize and Challenge Implicit Bias; Read About Harvard University’s Project Im

plicit; Choose a minimum of 3 Implicit Association Tests to complete; reflect on results (guiding 

reflection questions will be provided). Learners will develop a Self-Investigation Concept Map. 

Here is a completed example; it can be adapted for primary, secondary, or higher education); 

Pair-Share with classmate/colleagues to discuss something new you learned about yourself, 

partner, or broader population in an online format.

Unit 1

https://www.waterford.org/education/implicit-bias-in-education/
https://www.waterford.org/education/implicit-bias-in-education/
https://www.waterford.org/education/implicit-bias-in-education/
https://www.waterford.org/education/implicit-bias-in-education/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/education.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZzARYKiBI4OG-gxfQYBLQFrHumTfyFv3/view


Unit 1
GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

2 hours



TRAINING METHODS

Discussion, readings, survey/test completion, development of concept map, self-assessment, 

reflect with partner

MATERIALS

Readings: 

How to Promote Diversity in the Classroom: Recognize and Challenge Implicit Bias

Harvard University’s Project Implicit

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Students’ own laptop device to access the readings, Implicit Association Tests, and to complete 

self-investigation concept map (example)

Unit 1

https://www.waterford.org/education/implicit-bias-in-education/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/education.html
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/


Unit 1

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Can be completed virtually or face-to-face in large group setting; use virtual break-out rooms 

or move chairs for partner pair-share reflection

Trainer’s Notes

1. Discuss meaning of implicit bias via electronic discussion board. 

2. Have students read two articles.

3. Have students complete 3 Implicit Association Tests.

4. Have students develop Self-Investigation Concept Map.

5. Have students reflect with partner on something new that was learned.



Overview of Unit 2: Identifying and Affirming Student Diversity

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes:

Watch the video of Nieto regarding the book, Affirming Diversity. Then, read Nieto, S., & Bode, 

P. (2018). Affirming diversity: The sociopolitical context of multicultural education (7th ed.). Bos-

ton, MA: Pearson Education. In small groups, determine the sociopolitical context for your tea-

ching. After sharing, design specific instructional approaches to address this context in your 

classroom.

Unit 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AqAH8NlAzM


What does affirming diversity mean to you? Share specific strategies or curriculum innovations 

that will allow you to affirm student diversity in your classroom. Post these to Moodle and co-

lleagues can reflect on your response, considering heterogeneous classroom configurations.

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours

Unit 2



TRAINING METHODS

Discussion, group activities, reflection, writing

MATERIALS

Video of Nieto

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Flipchart, Moodle

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Whole class- chairs in groups or large class set-up

Unit 2



Unit 2

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have students watch video.

2. Have students read book.

3. Assign students to work in groups.

4. Request students share out.

5. Require students post strategies to Moodle.



Overview of Unit 3: Curriculum and Instruction to Affirm and Sustain Students’ Culturally 

Relevant Ways of Knowing

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Read Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy: A Needed Change in Stance, Terminology, and Prac-

tice

Write a short response essay conveying your reaction to the article; describe the issues 

presented by the author and your conclusions/responses to them. Integrate examples from 

your own classroom and post to Moodle. Then, review at least two other colleagues’ res-

ponse essays and reflect on what you learned by reading them.

Unit 3

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.3102/0013189X12441244
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.3102/0013189X12441244


TRAINING METHODS

Writing, discussion, reflection, reading

MATERIALS

Article and response essay

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Paper and pen or computer

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Individual chairs or online students at home

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have students read article.

2. Have students write response essay and 

post to Moodle.

3. Support review and reflection.

Unit 3



Overview of Unit 4: Biographies of Literacy, Identity, and Culture

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Develop a multicultural literacy autobiography about your own experiences following 

the guiding questions. For an example on the format of a multicultural literacy auto-

biography, you can read My Literacy Autobiography: My Insight into Literacy, Context, 

and Identity By Rajwan Alshareefy and Eliciting critical literacy narratives of bi/mul-

tilingual teacher candidates across U.S. teacher education contexts

Unit 4

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours

https://www.currereexchange.com/uploads/9/5/8/7/9587563/3alshareefycejv1i2.pdf
https://www.currereexchange.com/uploads/9/5/8/7/9587563/3alshareefycejv1i2.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0742051X10001708
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0742051X10001708


TRAINING METHODS

Readings, reflection, writing

MATERIALS

For an example on the format of a multicultural literacy autobiography, you can read My Lite-

racy Autobiography: My Insight into Literacy, Context, and Identity by Rajwan Alshareefy and 

Eliciting critical literacy narratives of bi/multilingual teacher candidates across U.S. teacher 

education contexts

Provide guiding questions/prompts for writing autobiography: What is your first language and 

additional language(s)? Describe major literacy events from your elementary and secondary 

school experiences. Describe major literacy events from your college experiences, including 

graduate school (if applicable).

Unit 4

https://www.currereexchange.com/uploads/9/5/8/7/9587563/3alshareefycejv1i2.pdf
https://www.currereexchange.com/uploads/9/5/8/7/9587563/3alshareefycejv1i2.pdf
https://www.currereexchange.com/uploads/9/5/8/7/9587563/3alshareefycejv1i2.pdf


Unit 4
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Students’ own laptop device to access the readings, autobiography examples to write their own 

autobiography

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Individual virtual environment

Trainer’s Notes

1. Read articles.

2. Post autobiography prompts/questions to moodle.

3. Write literacy autobiography.



Overview of Unit 5: Synthesizing and Evaluating Various form of Multicultural Educa-

tion

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes:

Design an infographic depicting similarities, differences, histories, and chronologies 

of these terms about pluricultural or multicultural education in this unit (e.g. culturally 

responsive pedagogy, culturally sustaining pedagogy. Refer to words by Paris (2012), 

Nieto & Bode (2018) as well as other resources suggested. You may use this lesson plan 

on creating an infographic from ReadWriteThink.org.

Unit 5

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours

https://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/picture-worth-thousand-words-0


TRAINING METHODS

Writing

MATERIALS

Lesson plan

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Flipchart paper and or computer

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Whole class set up, small groups, or individuals at 

computers for online

Trainer’s Notes

1. Discuss infographic example.

2. Design infographic.

3. Review.

Unit 5



Overview of Unit 6: Sociocultural Theory Related to Teaching English as a Second Lan-

guage

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes:

Read Implementing the Sociocultural Theory While Teaching ESL article. In the Mood-

le discussion board, write a reflection on examples of Sociocultural Theory you have 

observed in your own educational setting.

Unit 6

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours



TRAINING METHODS

Reading, writing, discussion board

MATERIALS

Article, Moodle

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Computer and or paper and pen

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

whole class set up, small groups, or individuals at 

computers for online

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have student read article.

2. Lead writing of reflection on Moodle discussion 

board.

Unit 6



Overview of Unit 7: Educator Mindsets and Cultural Metaphors

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Review A Framework of Educator Mindsets and Consequences. Identify mindsets that 

foster the teaching and learning of pluricultural students. Indicate in the Moodle dis-

cussion board which ones you chose, and why? Compare educator mindsets to common 

cultural metaphors through online discussion. How might the use of metaphors both 

help and hinder the understanding of pluriculturalism in the classroom? Reflect on 

this notion based on your classroom and write a short essay.

Unit 7

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours

http://A Framework of Educator Mindsets and Consequences.
http://www.culture-at-work.com/concept2.html
http://www.culture-at-work.com/concept2.html


TRAINING METHODS

Reading, online discussion, reflection 

MATERIALS

Articles online

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Computer for Moodle discussion and reading onli-

ne

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Individuals at computers or group set up in fa-

ce-to-face classrooms

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have students read article.

2. Direct students to write in Moodle discussion.

3. Support review of metaphor article.

4. Encourage students to reflect in short essay.

Unit 7



Overview of Unit 8: Critical Thinking and Pluricultural Education

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Read Critical Thinking: Intellectual Standards Essential to Reasoning Well Within Every Do-

main of Thought and Conversations in Socrates Cafe: Scaffolding Critical Thinking via Socratic 

Questioning and Dialogue. With your instructor or discussion leader, identify a complex dilemma 

or pluricultural issue, and reframe it in the form of a question (Sample questions might include 

why might race be difficult to discuss? Is it OK for someone to say that they are “colorblind?” 

Unit 8

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf


Unit 8
Why or why not? Is race an important element of pluriculturalism and pluriculturalism? Why or 

why not?). Using Elder & Paul’s nine universal intellectual standards, engage in dialogue and 

questioning about the dilemma or issue. Complete the Self-Assessment Exit Ticket for Socrates 

Cafe (found in the article) at the end of the discussion.

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

3 hours



TRAINING METHODS

Reading, discussing, Writing exit ticket

MATERIALS

Articles, Exit ticket

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Computer

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Whole class discussion- large or small group in 

face to face or breakout rooms if virtual

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have student read articles.

2. Lead discussion of dilemma.

3. Lead reframing of dilemma.

4. Support dialogue and discussion.

5. Have students complete exit ticket.

Unit 8



Overview of Unit 9: Teaching Based on Students’ Cultures and Lived Experiences

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Read Herrera, S. G. (2016). Biography-driven culturally responsive teaching (2nd ed.). New York, 

NY: Teachers College Press and Culture Clash in the Multicultural Classroom: A Case Study 

From a Newcomer School. Consider how culture ties into language instruction and classroom 

interactions. Create a chart that contains your students’ names and purposefully use classroom 

literacy and language activities to learn about their cultural heritage, countries/people groups 

of origin, family traditions, and home language/s. For each student, include the information you 

learn, then create a lesson like one in the reading that draws from students’ cultural heritage 

to use the target language to share that information with the learning community.

Unit 9

https://www.ccsenet.org/journal/index.php/elt/article/view/74270
https://www.ccsenet.org/journal/index.php/elt/article/view/74270


Unit 9

Then, reflect on how drawing from students’ cultural heritage affects language acquisition. 

This can be done through oral or written formats. Teacher can utilize the charts as a spring-

board for reflection

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

3 hours



TRAINING METHODS

Reading, Discussing, Writing chart, Reflecting

MATERIALS

Article

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Chart paper or computer chart template

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Individual work at computers or whole class dis-

cussion- large or small group in face to face

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have students read book and article.

2. Support discussion.

3. Have students develop chart.

4. Support student interaction and sharing of 

charts

Unit 9



Overview of Unit 10: Using Immersive Technologies for Pluricultural Instruction

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes: 

Read the article Innovative Technologies for Multicultural Education Needs. Read the ar-

ticle A Comparison of Immersive Realities and Interaction Methods: Cultural Lear-

ning in Virtual Heritage. Design an augmented reality (AR) experience using Flip-

grid AR. Integrate specific vocabulary and video related to Culturally Relevant Education 

 

 

 

 

Unit 10

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242011873_Innovative_technologies_for_multicultural_education_needs
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frobt.2019.00091/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frobt.2019.00091/full
https://info.flip.com/
https://info.flip.com/


Design a virtual reality (VR) tour using Thinglink, Nearpod, or Klapty and explore Culturally 

Responsive Pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995), Culturally Relevant Teaching (Gay, 2000) and Cul-

turally Sustaining Pedagogy (Paris, 2012). Integrate to the tour related content and activities 

through interactive images, videos & 360° media. Reflect on how use of immersive technologies 

supports culturally relevant education.

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

3 hours

https://www.thinglink.com/
https://nearpod.com/
https://www.klapty.com/pricing-360-tours?utm_source=Google&utm_medium=Search&utm_campaign=Search%20UK&gclid=Cj0KCQjwjo2JBhCRARIsAFG667VNOgt9yTmJPl5plvJZo6xOH5etr7XPUbEIKwKNCk2eIqhK1aiQDDIaAooVEALw_wcB


TRAINING METHODS

Read articles, use application to develop to design AR experience using CRE vocabulary, design 

VR tour using suggested applications integrating key concepts and themes from the Ladson-Bi-

llings, Gay, and Paris readings.

MATERIALS

Innovative Technologies for Multicultural Education Needs and A Comparison of Immersive 

Realities and Interaction Methods: Cultural Learning in Virtual Heritage. Flipgrid and Tour 

Creator or Thinglink applications; Ladson-Billings, Gay, and Paris, books

Unit 10

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242011873_Innovative_technologies_for_multicultural_education_needs
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frobt.2019.00091/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frobt.2019.00091/full
https://info.flip.com/
https://support.google.com/edu/expeditions/answer/10892826
https://support.google.com/edu/expeditions/answer/10892826
https://www.thinglink.com/


Unit 10

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Students’ own laptop device, mobile or smar-

tphone to access articles and applications.

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-

UP

Virtual classroom setting

 

 

 

 

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have students read 2 articles.

2. Have students use Flipgrid application to 

design AR experience using CRE vocabulary.

3. Have students use Tour Creator or Thin-

glink applications to design VR experience 

using Ladson-Billings, Gay, and Paris books/

readings.



Overview of Unit 11: Transforming Lessons Plan for Pluricultural Instruction

AIM: General Aim of the activity

Unit’s Learning Outcomes:

After you have gained working knowledge of your students’ cultural practices, ways of knowing, 

languages, family life, and lived experiences, develop or transform a lesson plan utilizing cul-

turally sustaining pedagogies. Use these resources to guide you: Literacy and Language Class-

room Considerations. First-Day Actions for a Culturally Sustaining Classroom Environment. 

Use this graphic to evaluate your approaches. Are they deficit, difference, or resource approa-

ches? Make changes to ensure you have resource, asset-based, approaches in your teaching. 

Unit 11

https://www.literacyworldwide.org/blog/literacy-now/2017/05/31/culturally-sustaining-pedagogy-in-the-literacy-classroom
https://www.literacyworldwide.org/blog/literacy-now/2017/05/31/culturally-sustaining-pedagogy-in-the-literacy-classroom
https://ncte.org/blog/2018/08/first-day-actions-for-a-culturally-sustaining-classroom-environment/


(Source: https://ready.web.unc.edu/section-2-transformingpractice/module-17/)

Then, share your revised lesson with group members, teach the lesson, and reflect on the effi-

cacy of the lesson.

Unit 11

GROUP SIZE

Up to 25 students

ESTIMATED TIME

5 hours

https://ready.web.unc.edu/section-2-transformingpractice/module-17/


TRAINING METHODS

Discussion, writing, reviewing, teaching a lesson

MATERIALS

resources and graphic organizers

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

computer

VIRTUAL OR REGULAR TEACHING: ROOM SET-UP

Whole class set-up or groups, face to face or in 

person

Trainer’s Notes

1. Have students review the resources.

2. Promote development of lesson plan using cul-

turally sustaining pedagogies.

3. Promote sharing of lesson.

4. Encourage lesson teaching.

5. Support reflection.

Unit 11



SLIDES TO BE SHARED 
WITH STUDENTS



Upon the completion of the module, you will be (able to):

Lower order thinking skills:

✓ Identify your own implicit biases

●✓ Familiarize yourself with your specific students’ cultural heritage, culturally-embedded ways 

of knowing, and language resources

✓ ●Define various forms of pluricultural or multicultural education

✓ ●Describe the components sociocultural theory

●✓ Define the connection between educator mindsets and classroom instruction

Hand out: Learning Outcomes



Higher order thinking skills:

●✓ Reflect on various your own cultural heritage, history, and lived experiences resulting in 

your culturally-embedded ways of knowing

●✓ Critically examine curriculum and instructional practices to affirm diversity

✓● Analyze various forms of pluricultural or multicultural education

●✓ Create lesson plans that use technology including immersive technologies

●✓ Transform current lesson plans based in unit concepts

Hand out: Learning Outcomes



1. Develop a Self-Investigation Concept Map.

2. Pair-Share with classmate/collea-

gues to discuss something new you 

learned about yourself, partner, or 

broader population in an online for-

mat.

Unit 1 Activity



Task:

1. Design an infographic depicting similarities, differences, histo-

ries, and chronologies of these terms about pluricultural or multi-

cultural education in this unit (e.g. culturally responsive pedagogy, 

culturally sustaining pedagogy.

2. You may use this lesson plan on creating an infographic from 

ReadWriteThink.org.

Unit 5 Activity

https://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/picture-worth-thousand-words-0


1. Review A Framework of Educator Mindsets and Consequences.

2. Identify mindsets that foster the teaching and learning of pluricultural students. Indicate in 

the Moodle discussion board which ones you chose, and why?

3. Compare educator mindsets to common cultural metaphors seen below: might the use of me-

taphors both help and hinder the understanding of pluriculturalism in the classroom?

Unit 7 Activity

https://rossier.usc.edu/files/2013/08/Educator-Mindsets-and-Consequences-Table-Filback-Green-2013.pdf
http://www.culture-at-work.com/concept2.html


1. Read Critical Thinking: Intellectual Standards Essential to Reasoning Well Within Every Do-

main of Thought and Conversations in Socrates Cafe: Scaffolding Critical Thinking via Socratic 

Questioning and Dialogue.

2. Identify a complex dilemma or pluricultural issue, and reframe it in the form of a question. 

Sample questions might include:

 a. Why might race be difficult to discuss?

 b. Is it OK for someone to say that they are “colorblind?”

 c. Why or why not? Is race an important element of pluriculturalism and pluriculturalism? 

 Why or why not?).

3. Using Elder & Paul’s nine universal intellectual standards, engage in dialogue and questio-

ning about the dilemma or issue.

Unit 8 Activity

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1067273.pdf


1. After you have gained working knowledge of your students’ cultural practices, ways of 

knowing, languages, family life, and lived experiences, develop or transform a lesson plan 

utilizing culturally sustaining pedagogies.

2. Use these resources to guide you: Literacy and Language Classroom Considerations. First-

Day Actions for a Culturally Sustaining Classroom Environment.

3. Use this graphic to evaluate your approaches. Are they deficit, difference, or resource approa-

ches? Make changes to ensure you have resource, asset-based, approaches in your teaching.

(Source: https://ready.web.unc.edu/sec-

tion-2-transformingpractice/module-17/)

Then, share your revised lesson with group 

members, teach the lesson, and reflect on the 

efficacy of the lesson.

Unit 11 Activity

https://www.literacyworldwide.org/blog/literacy-now/2017/05/31/culturally-sustaining-pedagogy-in-the-literacy-classroom
https://www.literacyworldwide.org/blog/literacy-now/2017/05/31/culturally-sustaining-pedagogy-in-the-literacy-classroom
https://www.literacyworldwide.org/blog/literacy-now/2017/05/31/culturally-sustaining-pedagogy-in-the-literacy-classroom
https://ready.web.unc.edu/section-2-transformingpractice/module-17/
https://ready.web.unc.edu/section-2-transformingpractice/module-17/

